Excise Tax Advisory
Excise Tax Advisories are interpretive statements authorized by RCW 34.05.230.
ETA 3092.2015

Issue Date: October 5, 2015

Hazardous Substance/Petroleum Products Tax,
Vessels Operating Both in Washington Waters and Outside of Washington

Scope

Washington imposes a hazardous substance tax and a petroleum products tax on the
first possession of the taxable product/substance in this state. The taxes are imposed
on the wholesale value of the taxable product/substance. The Department has
approved the use of the formulas below for computing these taxes on fuel used by
vessels operating both in Washington waters and outside of Washington.

Background

Chapter 82.21 RCW imposes an excise tax upon the privilege of possessing
hazardous substances, including petroleum products, in this state. The tax applies to
the wholesale value of the hazardous substance. A credit is allowed for hazardous
substance tax paid on fuel carried from this state in the fuel tank of a ship. RCW
82.21.050 (1).
Chapter 82.23A RCW imposes an additional excise tax upon the privilege of
possessing petroleum products in this state. The tax applies to the wholesale value of
the petroleum product. A credit is allowed for petroleum products tax paid on fuel
carried from this state in the fuel tank of a ship. RCW 82.23A.040 (1).
Consequently, taxpayers operating vessels in interstate or foreign commerce are
liable for both hazardous substance tax and petroleum products tax on the wholesale
value of fuel the vessels consume in Washington waters (except during periods when
the petroleum products tax has been temporarily suspended, in which case only the
hazardous substance tax is due).
See WAC 458-20-252 for further information on the hazardous substance tax and the
petroleum products tax.

To request this document in an alternate format, visit http://dor.wa.gov and
click on “contact us” or call 1-800-647-7706. Teletype (TTY) users may use the
Washington Relay Service by calling 711.

General tax information is available on our
website at dor.wa.gov.
Questions? Complete the online form at
dor.wa.gov/communications or call 800-6477706. If you want a binding ruling from the
Department, complete the form at
dor.wa.gov/rulings.
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Because wholesale values of fuel vary widely and measuring actual consumption is
difficult, the Department has approved the use of the formulas below for determining
the tax amounts due. These formulas calculate the hazardous substance tax and
petroleum products tax on the fuel consumed only in Washington waters by applying
fuel consumption rates, which vary depending on the type of vessel and type of fuel,
to the number of miles the vessel travels in the state, to estimate the amount of fuel
consumed in Washington.
Hazardous Substance Tax (H)
H = (Miles x ((IFO Consumption Rate x IFO Wholesale Price x Tax Rate) +
(MDO Consumption Rate x MDO Wholesale Price x Tax Rate))) + $.50
Petroleum Products Tax (P)
P = (Miles x ((IFO Consumption Rate x IFO Wholesale Price x Tax Rate) +
(MDO Consumption Rate x MDO Wholesale Price x Tax Rate))) + $.50
"Miles" means the number of nautical miles traveled in Washington waters using
point-to-point distances shown on the accompanying chart (see page 4 of this
advisory). All distances shown on the chart are one way. Vessels entering Puget
Sound from the ocean are considered as having first entered Washington waters at
buoy "J." Vessels leaving Puget Sound to return to the ocean are considered as
having left Washington waters at Port Angeles. The distances between points on the
Columbia River are one half of actual distances based on the assumption that half of
the travel occurs in Oregon Waters.
"IFO" means intermediate fuel oil, which is used in the engines that supply power to
the vessel's propulsion system.
"MDO" means marine diesel oil, which is used in the generators that supply
electricity for the vessel's electrical system.
"Consumption Rate" means the IFO or MDO consumption rate, expressed in terms of
metric tons per nautical mile, shown on the accompanying chart. Vessels burn both
IFO and MDO while underway. In addition, vessels burn MDO (but not IFO) while
at anchor or in port. The consumption rate of MDO on the chart has been increased
slightly from typical MDO consumption rates to take this fact into account.
"Wholesale Price" means the average Seattle wholesale price per metric ton for IFO
or MDO published by Platts, OPIS (Oils Pricing Information Service) , or another
widely available independent source, for the second preceding quarter. For example,
the average Seattle prices reported for the first quarter of 2014 would be used for
computing taxes due for the third quarter 2014, second quarter 2014 prices would be
used for computing fourth quarter 2014 taxes, third quarter 2014 prices would be
used for computing first quarter 2015 taxes, and so on. If price information is not
published in a widely available independent source like Platts, the taxpayer may
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calculate Wholesale Price to equal the actual, reasonable retail price it paid for the
fuel, multiplied by a factor of 0.8. The price paid by a taxpayer does not reflect a
reasonable retail price, however, if, for example, it purchased the fuel in such large
quantity that the fuel’s price approached wholesale.
"Tax Rate" is the rate of the applicable tax.
"$.50" is added to both calculations to account for the relatively small amount of
lubricant consumed while in Washington waters.

Example

Vessel, a bulk carrier, enters Washington from the Pacific Ocean on June 1, 2014,
and travels to Longview, Washington via the Columbia River. On June 7, 2014,
Vessel enters the Pacific Ocean after returning on the Columbia River using the same
route.
Vessel uses IFO 380 fuel to power its engines and MDO to power its generators.
Assume that the average Seattle wholesale price per metric ton for the fourth quarter
2013 reported by Platts was $628.00 for IFO 380 and $959.00 for MDO.
The chart on page 4 shows that Vessel traveled 66 nautical miles on Washington
waters between the Pacific Ocean and Longview (33 miles each way). The chart also
indicates that Vessel’s IFO consumption rate is .092 metric tons of IFO per nautical
mile, and its MDO consumption rate is .032 metric tons of MDO per nautical mile.
Presume the tax rates of the Hazardous Substance Tax and Petroleum Products Tax
during this period were 0.7% and 0.3%, respectively. Applying the above formulas,
the hazardous substance tax and petroleum products tax arising from Vessel’s trip are
as follows:
Hazardous substance tax:
(66 miles x ((.092 x $628.00 x .007) + (.032 x $959.00 x .007))) + $.50 = $41.37
Petroleum products tax
(66 miles x ((.092 x $628.00 x .005) + (.032 x $959.00 x .005)) + $.50 = $29.69
*****
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